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Company: Opera Software

Location: Poland

Category: other-general

Location: Europe

About the job

Opera GX is a recognizable brand among gamers. We are expanding our offer for people

who love games with an online shop filled with the best gaming accessories and Aura’s

SWAGs that would help you be part of our amazing community. In this position you will

spot trends in gaming accessories, find accessories that are and will be hot and help us

make sure that our e-shop is full of high quality items for gamers.

Role & Responsibilities:

Analyze market trends in gaming accessories

Spot and analyze trends in gaming related retail

Find and engage with partners to supply retail with gaming accessories

Job Requirements:

Proven experience in data analysis, market research, or business intelligence roles

Strong analytical and skills

Excellent communication and interpersonal skills, with the ability to collaborate effectively

with stakeholders

Ability to work independently, manage multiple projects simultaneously, and meet deadlines
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in a fast-paced environment

What’s on Offer:

Flat organizational structure with short decision-making processes that boost your creativity

and drive

A team of experienced and supportive individuals that fosters a friendly work atmosphere

Professional skill development

A diverse and inclusive workplace

Smart working technology

Interested?

We are actively reviewing applications, so apply now! We are looking forward to hearing

from you.

Diversity and Inclusion:

At Opera, we deeply value diversity and inclusion as integral parts of our organizational culture.

We believe that embracing diversity enriches our business and makes us more resilient. We

are committed to fostering an inclusive environment that welcomes individuals from all

backgrounds, regardless of nationality, ethnicity, faith, belief, sexual orientation, gender

identity, social background, age, and disability.

About Us:

Opera is a prominent web innovator that has been at the forefront of internet technology for

over 25 years. With an ever-expanding community of millions of monthly active users,

Opera remains dedicated to delivering extraordinary online experiences. Opera offers a

diverse range of products and services to users worldwide, including cutting-edge PC and

mobile browsers like Opera One or Opera GX notable for their built-in VPN, AdBlock, and

Cashback extension, enhancing security and convenience for our users. Other products

include our newsreader, communication platforms, the first built-in AI: Aria, as well as

gaming and sports-related apps. This comprehensive suite of products is designed to meet the

diverse needs and preferences of Opera's growing user base.

Headquartered in Oslo, Norway, Opera has a global presence with major hubs in Poland,

China, Spain, and Sweden, coupled with operations spanning numerous other countries.

As a publicly traded company, Opera is listed on the Nasdaq stock exchange under



the ticker symbol 'OPRA'. With an unwavering commitment to innovation and delivering

unparalleled user experiences, Opera is poised to continue leading the way in web technology

and online services.
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